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Enterprises in the Business 4.0TM world are adopting a new set of behaviors to remain
resilient, purpose-led and connected in a disruptive marketplace with a rapidly
changing and competitive business environment. Focused on creating future-ready,
intelligent and agile enterprises, businesses are embarking on digital transformation
journeys. Almost all such transformations encompass risk, business disruption and
substantial investment. To realize enterprise value rapidly from these transformations,
there is a need to embrace proven industry best practices and business solutions.
TCS CrystallusTM is a set of pre-configured solutions that is contextualized to meet
specific industry requirements. Built with TCS’ domain expertise, contextual knowledge
and industry best practices, the ready-to-use solutions leverage SAP digital core,
intelligent technologies and SAP line of business solutions.

Overview

Solution

Organizations are looking to enhance customer responsiveness,
accelerate time-to-market processes and ensure business
differentiation and resilience. To keep abreast of the rapidly
evolving business models, they recognize the criticality of a
digital core powered by SAP. However, SAP S/4HANA adoption is
often encumbered by cost and time constraints or concerns
about business continuity. To ensure success, enterprises want
solutions pre-configured with contextualized industry best
practices and process automation capabilities. TCS helps
organizations overcome these challenges.

TCS Crystallus comprises the following distinctive features:

TCS Crystallus offers a set of proven solutions powered by assets
and accelerators, leveraging SAP S/4HANA as its digital core, to
kick-start digital transformation journeys. The solutions include
industry-specific templates and best practices, scenario process
flows and solution blueprints along with a comprehensive
document repository and enablement content. These solution
sets, enriched with TCS experience across industries, lines of
businesses and use-case scenarios, help maximize customer
satisfaction and stakeholder value.



Industry best practices: Streamlines enterprise capabilities
and orchestrates processes more efficiently to meet industry
demands


•

Business solutions: Offers pre-configured business solution
sets enriched with end-to-end optimized business process
scenarios and comprehensive blueprints


•

Industry innovations: Leverages new capabilities such as
business process automation and embedded analytics of the
SAP S/4HANA digital core and TCS industry solution to drive
business outcomes


•

Machine First Delivery ModelTM: Leverages TCS’ MFDMTM
framework to manage and further enhance the platform that
perpetually transforms the intelligent enterprise

TCS has created pre-configured solution sets for various industry
segments including life sciences, hi-tech, professional services
and travel and transportation, and for several lines of businesses.
The solution can be adopted independently or can be deployed
along with SAP Model Company and value assurance services

Empowering digital transformation by leveraging domain & SAP expertise
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An overview of TCS Crystallus pre-configured industry solutions

Benefits

The TCS Advantage

TCS Crystallus delivers following business benefits:

TCS Crystallus comes with the following unique advantages:



Faster time-to-market: Accelerates business transformation
journeys by 20-30%, thereby gaining significant lead time
advantage


•

Competitive advantage: Embeds industry-specific best
practices enhanced with contextual knowledge to build a
foundational base for an intelligent enterprise ecosystem.
This foundational base is scalable to future business needs,
and flexible to include differentiated capabilities, creating
exceptional competitive advantage for enterprises


•

Business agility: Provides a basis for perpetual
transformation to adopt new business and service models
and continuous innovations, ensuring enterprises stay ahead
of the curve

•


Minimal business disruption: Ensures business as usual by
minimizing the impact on users and processes



Strategic consulting: TCS consulting services enable
organizations to build business case for digital transformations


•

Industry knowledge: TCS’ industry experience and subject
matter expertise delivers business value


•

Partnership and innovation-led approach: Our
Co-Innovation NetworkTM (COINTM) is a rich and diverse
collaborative network comprising research and academic
institutions, alliance partners, industry bodies, start-ups, and
venture capitalists. This extensive network is leveraged to
deliver industry innovations
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About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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